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Phil Brual, a 22-year-old UT student, might not be the frontrunner in Austin’s mayoral race, but
through his campaign, he’s hoping to draw attention to what he sees as a vital issue in the city:
accessibility.

Brual, who was raised by two mothers who are deaf, has seen Austin change from a city that
serves its thriving deaf community to an economic hotspot with less focus on keeping Austin
accessible to all its residents.

“Austin used to be very connected with the deaf community,” Brual said. “But now it feels like
our community is being shoved under the rug.”

Despite the city taking steps to increase accessibility, such as re-doing downtown sidewalks and
adding auditory and visual accommodations to cap metro buses and trains, Austin still remains
inaccessible to about 60,000 people—about 7 percent of the city population, according to the
United States Census. If he’s elected mayor, Brual wants to improve communication barriers
between citizens and city officials and allow members of the deaf, blind, and disabled
communities to become more involved in city legislation.

Jonathan Franks, member of the blind community and president of the Austin chapter of the
National Federation for the Blind, lost his sight in 2006 due to diabetes and glaucoma. In the
years following, he joined the National Federation for the Blind and began to advocate for those
in Austin.

“Every year we traveled to Washington, D.C. to talk to members of Congress about various
aspects of life that aren't equal for people who are blind or people who have disabilities,” Franks
said. “But still, in Austin, it is very tedious and very cumbersome to be able to live on your
own.”

Franks has noticed Austin’s reluctance to fix more recent issues, such as construction barriers
that impede movement and the unregulated rise of newer modes of transportation, he said. With
the introduction of e-scooters in cities, there is also a rise of complaints about them blocking
ramps and sidewalks, which are necessary for many people with disabilities, he noted.

Daniel Curtis, a wheelchair user and board member of Lone Star Paralysis, said that although he
is a fan of alternative transportation, the lack of regulations surrounding the use of scooters and
where they are parked has made navigating the city more difficult.



“A lot of times people will just kind of like leave them in the middle of the sidewalk, which
doesn't help people in wheelchairs,” said Curtis.

Curtis joined Lone Star Paralysis after an accident broke his neck and left him wheelchair-bound.
Lone Star encouraged him to become involved in his community, he said. He has since become a
mentor for people with recent spinal cord injuries, and he holds a fundraiser every year to raise
money for Lone Star Paralysis and Tear Rehab Hospital in Houston. Through these actions, he
hopes to bring awareness to the importance of local accessibility.

Despite the many Austin residents who are affected by these issues, other mayoral candidates,
including the two front runners, Celia Israel and Kirk Watson focus on making the city of Austin
more accessible by supporting public transit plans like project connect but have no official plan
on their campaign websites on how to help those affected by disabilities.

“There should be some hell to pay for that careless person who just tosses a scooter aside without
regard,” she said at a panel at Texas Tribune Fest when asked about e-scooters in Austin. “We
can't say that we're an accessible city and just allow this new technology to go unchecked.”

The winter storm of 2021 and the subsequent freeze of 2022 revealed more accessibility issues in
Austin. Many people with disabilities were left trapped in their homes with little power, food,
and no way to get help, Franks said. Franks had to call a police escort for him to be able to safely
leave his home and make it to a warming center. Brual also saw citizens struggling to get through
the storm and said he drove around Austin to aid residents.

“I had to get in my truck, deliver water, deliver firewood, help people get to their families,”
Brual said. “People struggle here in the city, so I felt like today was the time to stand up and try
to, if not win [the mayoral race], at least [get people to] pay attention to these issues.”

The Mayor's Committee for People with Disabilities, an advisory committee that aims to
increase accessibility for Austin residents, assisted in fixing downtown area sidewalks by
repaving and adding more, but progress from the board has since slowed. While the members of
the committee care about pushing accessibility, issues of bureaucracy have left the committee
incapacitated Brual said. Over the past six months, three of their meetings have been canceled
due to lack of quorum, meaning not enough board members attended, leaving many issues
unresolved, Brual said.

“Everyone on that committee is a volunteer, and they have felt that the committee no longer
serves the purpose that it needs to,” Brual said. “I think it's more of a priority issue, the city has
given up on taking care of the people as well as the city itself.”



With the Mayoral election coming up in November, there is a small chance he will be elected.
Brual is hoping to make changes that have not been addressed by former city officials. Even if he
is not elected, he hopes to at least bring city attention back to the deaf, blind, and disabled
communities of Austin.

“When you have issues like disabilities [and] lack of access, it feels like the city of Austin is too
embarrassed to talk about it,” said Brual. “But we call ourselves a progressive city.”


